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ABSfRACT

Resul~s of ~heore~ical and experimen~al inves~i.ga~ions o f
f l a mma b i li ~y limi ~s and burning veloci ~y o f gaseous mt xt.ur-e-s tn~der

increased pressuresand tempera~ures are presen~ed.

Fl~mmabili~y lilm~s were inves~iga~ed a~ ~empera~ures from
20 ~o 250 C and pressures from 0.1 ~o 2.0 MPa. Gaseous mix~ures

i nc l u d e d the following con~onen~s: hydrogen, oxygen, ai r, s~eam.

ni~rogen, argon, carbon dioxide, helium.
The burning veloci t.Le-s of gaseous mf x t.ur-es , containing

hydr'ogen, ai r and s~ea~ wer'e defined experimentally a t,
~empera~ures from 20 ~o 200 C and pressures f rom 0.1 t o 6.0 MPa. The
",f fec ~ o f sign change of p ressure index n of burnir.g veloci ty Su
for values of Su much grea~er, ~han 0.5 nVc, was found. I~ means,
~hat. ~he viola~ion of Lewis-Elbe I-ule for ~he pressure index o f'
burning veloci ~y occures. NUnleI-ieal modell ing of flame propaga~ion

in s~oichiome~ric met.hane-ail" and hydrogen-ai r nu xt.ur-e-s mas executed
wi~h de~ailed chemical kine~ics under room tempera~ure and pressure
in the r a n g e 0.1-2.0 MPa. The varia~ion of rate c o ns t a n t. s . k . of
f o l l o wi n g reactions was made: \.

H + H + M -> Hz +, M, ,( 1 )

o + 0 + M -> O
2

+ M, (11)

H + 0 + M -> HO + M. (111)
2 2

Ra~e cons~an~es k .were reduced by a f'aclor K, where K was
0 .1, 1, 10, 100, 1000. The'dependence of' burning veloci~y and i~s
p ressure index on a .fac~or K was inves~iga~ed.

INTRODUCTION

The c ombus t.Lors charac ~er i s ~i cs of" hydrogen-ai r-diluent.
mt x t.trr- e-s a t, eleva~ed pressures and tempera~ures are of~en needed
for fire- and explosion safe~y in t.he process induslry. The dat.a
for n ormal pressures P and ~empera~ures T are ra~her complet.e,
but. t. he da~a for eleveled P and Tare ralher poor • . The values , of
upper f l a mmab i l i t y limit (UFL) of' hydrogen-oxygen-diluenl. ( He,
Ne, Ar , CO) at. room t.empel-ature and pressure from 0.1 to 3.0
MPa were 2 d e t. e r nrl n e d in ~. In 5-8 t.he lower f'laoonabilily linut.
(LFL) of st.oihiomet.ric hydrogen-oxygen mixt.ure in diluent.s (st.eam,
r~trogen, heliun\ etc.) were deternrlned a~ t.empera~ures f rom
20 t.o 200°C and pressures f'rom 0.1 t.o 2.0 MPa. Bu~ n~re con~lete
dat.a for combustion characleris~ics of hydrogen- cont.ained
I\U xt.ures at. elevat.ed pr-e-s s ur-e-s and t.emper.atures , a r e n'o t .
s u ff' ici ent ly presenled i n lit.eralw-e. The purpose o f' U 'ds
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work is the investigation of c o mbus t i o n processes
hydrogen-oxygen-diluent mixtures (flammability limi ts,
velocity) at pressures from 0.1 to 2.0 MPa and temperatures
to 250°C Theoretical interpretation of experimental
was made.

EXPERI MENTAL

in
burning
from , 20
results

Experiments for determination of flammability limits were
performed in closed reaction steel vessel'7_,,:hich had the cylindrical
form (diameter 300 and hight 800 mm). The mixtures were
c r e a t e d by partial pressures after vacuun\-pumping of the reaction
vessel and mixed by means of convectivie f l o ws appearing due to
slow temperature differences of reaction vessel walls. The ignition
was made in the lower part of vessel by means of nichrim wire fusion
due to electrical heating. The ignition energy was equal 10 J. Flame
regi'stration was made by means of thermocouples near the top of
vessel and pressure transducer.

' Th e burning velocity Su for hydrogen-air-steam mixtures at
high pressures and temperatures was measured , in constant volume
bomb, which had spherical form and volume of 4.2 1. The
mixture obtained by partial pressures was initiated by means of
nichrom wire fusion with the energy 1-2 J ' in the center of sphere.
The pressure in the vessel during explosion was registrated by means
of press_~e tl'ansducer "Sapphire-22" with time constant of the order
of 3-10 s. The burning velocity dependence from pressure a~d

temperature was calculat.ed according to met.hod described elewhere •
This n~thod is based on comparing of experin~ntal and calculated (by
means of c l o s e d vessel explosion n~del) dependence of pressure in the
vessel during mixture explosion. This method gave a good agreement
with the available expel'imental data for initial pressure of 0.1
MPa and room temperature.

RESULTS AND DI SCUSS! ONS

The experimental data for flamn~bility limits are shown in
Fig.1-3. From Fig.1-3 some conclusions can be m~ade, Among the

diluents investigated (CO -r H 0, N , Ar) the most efficient is the
gas with the largest molar he~t ca~acity (CO ). But the behavior
of lower flammability limits for hydrogen-~xygen-heliummixtures
i s unusual 1 the dependence of hydrogen concentration at low
flammability limit on diluent concentration is sufficiently
nonlinear. This effect is due to the bubble character of flame
propagat.ion in very lea~ ( from 4 to 8 X (val.)) hydrogen-oxygen
r e s p e c t with oxygen and other diluents investigated and high
thermoconductivit.y coefficient for helium.

Some experimental data for lower flammability limits of
hydrogen-oxygen-composite 'duluent ( helium + steam. helium + carbon
dioxide, nitrogen + carbon dioxide) are presented in Fig.4.

It is evident t.hat additive empirical rule for flammability
limit.s i n the case of composite diluent c o n t. a i n e d helium is
disturbed. This effect is caused by high thermoconductivi t.y
c o e f f ici e n t of helium and bubble character of combustion of very
lean hydrogen-air mixtures mentioned above.

The dependence of burning velocity of hydrogen-air-steam
mixture on pressure at various temperatures is shown in Fig.5. It
c a n be seen that addition of a small quantity of steam ( 5 " (vol.))
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Fig. 3 . Flammabilit.y limit.s of hidrogen-helium-diluent mixtures at.
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causes change of' sign of' pressure i n d e x n i n the e x p r e s s i o n f'or
pressure dependence of' burning velocity Su '" SUoCP....p o) n. With the
i "nc r e a s e o f' st.eam ·c o n c e n t r a t i o n in the mixt.ure the value of n
becomes more negative.

In order to investigate the cause of' t.he ef'f' e ct of pressure
index sign change the numerical modelling of flame propagation t.hrow
t h e methane-air and hydrogen-air mixt.ures was e xecu t e d wi th detailed
chemical k inetics at r oom temperat.ure and pressure i n the ran ge
0.1-2.0 MPa. The kineti c s cheme and rate cOI~tant.s we r e taken f'ro m
wo rk H

• The variation of' rate constan t s' k. of fol lowing r eact.ions wa s,
made:
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H + H + M -> H
2

+ M.

o + 0 + M - > 02 + M,

H + 0 + M -> HO + M.
2 2

Rate c o n s t a n t. s k. . were r e d uce d by
a fact.or K, where K was'0.1, 1, 10, 100,
1000. The dependence of' burning velocit.y
and its pressure index on a f'act.or K was
invest.igated. It. was f o und that the
var iat.ion o f' k. f'or the reaction (1 ) and
( 1 1 ) in pointed r a n g e had r e l a t i v e l y
s mall i nf'luence on bur ning velocity.
I n t hls c a s e the sign o f' pres sure
i ndex was not. c han g e, but. t h e change of'
rate const.ant of' reaction ( 1 1 1 )
s igni f'icantly changed the value of'
burning velocity .and its pressure
index, whlch changed its sign in some
c a s e s . For methane-air mixture the
i n c rea s e o f' f'actor K caused the increase
of p res sure i n d e x , but. t.he sign of t his
index r emained negat.ive . For hydrogen-air
mi xture the r e d uctio n of' a factor. K
caused t he c h a n g e of' the s ign o f pressure
index. Cor~equently wi t h the inc rease of'
the role o f' trimol e cular reactions t.he
value of p ressure index was reduced. This
e f' f e c t. c a n t ake place i n the case of our
e x peri ment. s wit.h indroduct.ion int.o the
i nitial gaseous . mixt.ure the st.eam
mol ecul e s, :l2whJ c h catalised recombination
reac t. i o ns •
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VENTING OF GASEOUS EXPWSIONS: TURBULIZATION ASPECT

Vladimir V. Molkov
(All-Russia Scientific Research Institute for Fire Protection, Ministry of the Interior
VNIIPO, Balashikha-6, Moscow region, Russia, 143900)

ABSTRACT

The main goa l of the present investigation is to discuss multiparametric dependence of
turbulization factor X on combustion and venting conditions in an vented vessels or other enclosures.
More well grounded dimensionless formulae for minimal safe vent area calculation are cited, then
those in the NFPA 68 "Guide for Venting of Deflagrations" (1988 Edition) . Fo~ula for
turbulization factor X dependence on the vessel volumeV; "true" vent ratio (F / y2 3); maximum
dimensionless internal pressure lrm. that can be withstood by the weakest structural element;
maximum dimensionless explosion pressure developed in unvented vessel as; and other conditions is
given and discussed.

INTRODUCTION

According to Industrial Risk Insurers about 40% of the total explosions is a result of
deflagration inside process equipment and buildings. Venting of deflagration - the main protection
method , allowing to minimize structural and mechanical damage from combustion overpressure
within an enclosures.

Practically all companies dealing with explosion protection systems. such as Fike Corp., Fenwal
Inc. et al ., use now for determination of the vent area NFPA 68 "Guide for Venting of
Deflagrations ". This document is based on large experimental material, but has some serious
limitations. In particular it does not answer on the question: how initial turbulence, or turbulence
producing internal appurtenances influence on dynamics and hence on maximum pressure of
explosion? Employment of NFPA 68 in such cases without new scientific knowledge will lead to
catastrophes.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The system of dimensionless differential equations. derived from energy and mass conservations
laws, with "surface" turbulent combustion model was used by modeling". According to Michelson's
principle the main factor of vented deflagration - turbulization factor X is determined as ratio of real
area of turbulent flame surface at some moment to surface area of sphere to which burned products
may be collected at the same moment (turbulent burning velocity SF<Jdfs>Su=xSu, where Su
laminar burn ing velocity) . It is self-evident, that for laminar spherical flame propagation x=l . But
really X> I , because fl~me front is disturb ing by different phenomenons: wrinkling flame structure
due to hydrodynamic, acoustic3 (or Taylor4) or diffusion-thermalS instabilities; convective
deformation of ccmbustion edge; initial mixture turbulence or flame turbuleace, produced by
combustion products or obstacles and so on.

Origin and development of wrinkling flame structure gives x=1.5+2, as experiments in 70 10
3

initial volume rubber bubble6 and our researches showed.
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Under isotropic turbulence7 maximumvalue of turbulization factor is equal x=4+6. Further rise in

the isotropic turbulence intensity causes flame extinction at the Karlovits criteria~~ ~/=10+20 (v' 

pulsating velocity; 61 - laminar flame front depth; I - turbulence scale).
A maximum ratio of visible burning velocity ahead of and behind three meshes (0.8 mmwire

diameter, 1.6 mm mesh size) in laboratory conditions8 is equal to 12. For respectively large-scale ex
periments9 in 11 m3 volume vessel with only one grid (18 mmwire diameter, 125 mm mesh size) we
obtain already x=14:

Dependence of safe vent area F, which contains in venting parameter W, on turbulization factor X
is given by our engineering dimensionless formulae, obtained on the base of system of exact differen
tial equations, respectively for subsonic and sonic (2~ 1rm s 1re) efflux:

W
X(Ei-l)
\Il 'E, V1tm-1

(1)

h di ' I" W I pF Cui , h "'" b d'were unension ess venting parameter li'J .~s-:- Wit 1to - pi num er,p - IS-
(36no) ~ V ut

charge coefficient, Cui - speed of sound; Ei - combustion products expansion coefficient at initial
conditions; 1tm=PmlPi - maximumdimensionless pressure, which a sheath of a vessel or other enclo
sure can withstand (maximum explosion pressure in case of inverse problem, when vent area is
known); 1te=PelPi- dimensionless adiabatic explosion pressure in closed vessel. Relief vent diameter
determination error when using formulae (1), (2) is near 10% in comparison with exact cpmputer
solution of system of differential explosion dynamics equations,

Hence, the mistaken choice of X, for example in 5 times, will cause the same - in our case 5 times
error in safe vent area determination. It's obviously the way to catastrophes,

Generalization of Russian and world experience in venting of deflagration field permitted us to
obtain formula for turbulization factor dependence on the vessel volume V; "true" vent ratio FI y2/3;
dimensionless maximum internal pressure 1rm, that can be withstood by the weakest structural ele
ment; dimensionless maximum explosion pressure in closed vessel 1re

F 1re - 1tm
X = (1+ al y) (1+ a2 ,.2/1) (a3+ a4 2 )

y-- 1re-

with empirical coefficients al , a2, a3, a4 from Table for different conditions.

Table, Empirical coefficients for Xdetermination

(3)

Burning conditions L. . i ~ q , ' ''r : .: -Bmplrical coefficients \

I,. ". al a2 .a3 ......... a4

Vessel volume V:s 10 M.J; vent ratio Fly" .J:s 0.25 f ti"1i ) 0.15 11-J J I 4 o)"j •." ,.~1 · 1 ( , i 0

Maximum explosion pressure I < xm < 2: "
, { -... I ;' "'!~ l''(~'''k, 11

,
- uncovered vent I . ,' -0 ' . 0 2 '0 0
- covered vent .. 0 II 0 t'1 v', 8 .., ~ I ~ O'

Maximum explosion pressurezs 1tm< 1re ~ ,
. 1 . I • I" . ,o.JIUll n~~ I ' 't,l

. i 0,,1 " .-
0.8 '1 1' r- uncovered vent 0 ' 'f' 1.2

- covered vent - 0 f' 0 2 '/ 6-, . .
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There is an influence of turbulization factor X value on dynamics of vented deflagration shown on
Fig.l for laminar spherical '<x=I) and turbulent <x>1) flame propagation. Pressure-time curves on
Fig. 1 and 2 were obtained by using computer research program "DYNAMICS (Venting of Gaseous
Explosions)", based on exact system of dimensionless differential equations of vented gas deflagra
tion dynamics . ~aIculations for graphs on Fig.1 were made for near stoichiometric hydrocarbon-air
mixture in 10m volume vessel with 0.5 m vent diameter and following parameters: initial and atmos
pheric pressure PFPa=().1 MPa; vent closure release pressure p.,;=O.11 MPa; initial temperature and
burning velocity respectively TF298 K and SuFO .34 m/s; adiabatic factors yu=1.365 and YLF1.248;
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Fig.l Dynamics of vented deflagration in 10 m3 vessel with 0.5 m vent diameter for laminar (curve
1) and turbulent (curves 2+5) flame propagation: 1 - Fl ; 2 - F2; 3 - x=4; 4 - F8; 5 - x=16.
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thennokinetic factor e=O.24; expansion ratio EF7.592; mixture molecular mass M=29.58; discharge
coefficient .u=O.8; turbulization factor before vent closure release Xo= L

There is strong dependence of maximum explosion pressure and explosion duration from turbuli
zation factor X on Fig.l. With x=i 6 the maximum pressure in vented vessel is near to it in unvented
vessel. I

What values of turbulization factor Xcorrespond to most widely using all over the world NFPA 68
"Guide for Venting of Deflagrations"? Comparison of NFPA 68 (4-3.1 paragraph) formula

F CAs Ih with our engineering formula (1) lead to equality for C 1,86~SUi (kPa) 1/2. For such
(Pred) T UI

gases as propane we have C=O.45 (kPa) 1/2 from NFPA 68 table and with SuFO.42 mIs, T uF298 K
we can get for Low-Strength Enclosures (capable of withstanding not more than 0.01 MPa in NFPA
68 terminology) practically constant value nearby FlO. From one side it close to our value x=8, ob
tained for "undefined" vented deflagration conditions by comparison of engineering formula (1)

with well grounded graphical recommendations of D.Bradley and A.Mitcheson lO, based on large ex
perimental material of diff~rent authors. But from other side, as last results M theory and experi
ments comparison showed I the value of X changes in wide range X=I+14 and even more. Because of
safe vent area F is proportional to X, as formulae (1) and (2) show, NFPA 68 gives in some cases .
large vent area <x< 10) and in other cases fewer vent area <x> 10) . In both occurrences the user (cus-
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tomer) will bear loss. The last case is the reason of catastrophes, when there is deflagration in an en
closure, if even there are vents.

There is an influence of vent area on explosion dynamics in 1000 m3 enclosure for constant tur
bulization factor x=lO, corresponding to NFPA recommendations, on Fig.2. Hence, according to
NFPA 68 for 10m x 10m x 1Om,enclosure capable of withstanding 0.005 MPa ga the safe vent diame
ter must exceed 8.5 m (see Fig.2). It's near 60% of one side area of that enclosure. But it's wrong

I ' V\3
, I !,

e, ,', ; , . j /

,'! . rl ' l .. l " '.:'~~' : I ; ,' 1- ~ "\ )1 . u I I "

/ .' ."
" • < I
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Fig.2 Dynamics of vented deflagration in 1000 m3 enclosure for turbulent flame propagation with
x=10: corresponding NFPA 68, and different vent diameter: 1 - D=11.3 m (vent is one end of
10m x 10m x 10m enclosure); 2 - D=8.5 m; 3 - D=7 m.

for X> 10, what my be, for example, when there are obstacles within enclosure.
For High-Strength enclosures (reduced pressure Pred, i.e., the maximumpressure actually

developed during a vented deflagration, is within the range 0.02-0.20 MPa in NFPA 68 ter-

minology) the ~quality' of formula F=0,148 (V )0,703 eO,942Pstat p~~,671 from 6-1.1.1 paragraph of ,
NFPA 68 and our formula gives dependence for turbulization factor

T Jb V 0,036 °942 ' 3 ' ' '
X=0,0165 SUI, -:lIT1f e : Pstat. For V=lOm vessel and parameters: SuFO.34 m/s; TuF298 K;

UI prea' -
Precf9).l bar ga; PstaFPy-19U bar ga we can get that NFPA 68 lead to value nearby x=1.5. It
differs in dangerous side from value x=5, which can be obtained for such conditions by use of
formula (3) with FI y2/3=o.25 (notice, that given above formula for X obtained on NFPA 68 base
don't contain dependence on For FI y2 3, that is evidently wrong). For "undefined" conditions and
respectively large volume we recommend x=8 for initially covered vents (see Table) and x=2 for un
covered vents without initial turbulence and turbulence-producing internal appurtenances. It's more
than values, corresponding to NFPA 68 recommendations (for V=lOOOO m3 from NFPA 68 data we
can get only x=1.9 for considering case).

To prevent catastrophes in industry NFPA 68 "Guide for Venting of Deflagrations" (1988 Edi-
tion) must be changed in maximumshort time. '
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FlAME MERGING FROM TWO RECfANGULAR FIRE SOURCES
IN PARALLEL CONFIGURATION

Osami Sugawa, Wataru Takahashi,
(Center for Fire Science and Technology, Science University ofTokyo)
and Yasushi Oka
(Department of Safety Engineering, Faculty of Engineering
Yokohama National University)

Abstract

I >J

I ;

. n

Merging behavior of flames from two rectangular fire sources (2cm x 80cm, and 2cm x 40cm)
in parallel configuration was studied theoretically and experimentally. Propane gas, as a fuel,
gave 9.5 - 57 kW per unit length. Height of flame merging started, Lm, was estimated based on
the vertical and horizontal distributions of temperature and upward velocity. Lm showed linear
dependence on the separation, S, between two parallel fire sources and not on the heat release
rates. Dimensionless merging height, SlLm, is expressed as a coupled function of dimensionless
heat release rate Q:C, Froude Number, and separation factor of (1-W/2S). Merged and/or inclined
flame tip heights consist of two flames, Lfm, were estimated based on visual data which de
creased as separation distance increased with the correction factor of «S2+2DW)/2(S2+DW»213,
where D and Ware shorter and longer length of a rectangular burner.

Key Words : flame merging, parallelline fire sources, merged flame tip height,
entrainment effect

1. Introduction

When an air entrainment into a flame is restrained by other nearby a flame or flames, the
flame extends by merging or by interaction with other flame. The multi-fire sources problem
including flame merging[1], of which behavior must be complex, occurs in the developing stage
in a compartment fire and in a city fire. For a first analysis, a considerably simplified model on a
flame merging is necessary. Here only two nearby line (rectangular) fires in paralleled configu
ration are considered changing the separation distance to study the flame merging behavior.[2]
Experiments have been conducted to measure the visible flame tip height. Temperature, upward
velocity and CO2 concentration along the center line between two fire sources. One of the char
acteristic flame height, Lm, where the flames just start to merge, was estimated based on the
vertical and horizontal distributions of temperature, upward velocity, and CO2 concentration.
The merged flame tip height, Lfm, consists of two flames, was evaluated by eyes observation and
by successive 300 frames of a video recordings. Increase of separatiorlbetween two fire sources
resulted the reduction of merged flame tip height. These experimental results were compared
with ones estimated from the theoretical model. .
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2. Theoretical Procedure
2-1. Merging Height, Lm

A flame and/or hot plume from a line fire source induces an air entrainment from its sur
roundings. When the other line fire source is placed parallel in the neighborhood, restriction of
an air entrainment is caused with result of pressure drop in the spaee between the two fires. The
flames arc thus deflectedfrom vertical and merge together.[2] Consider two rectangular fire
sources of gas diffusion bunters with the long sides being parallel keeping the separation, S, as
shown in Figure 1. We assumed the radius of curvature of each flame is large compared with its
length up to the marginal location so that the axis of inclined flame was taken as straight. Then
the only forces acting on the flames are the buoyancy, B, and a resultant pressure thrust, P,
acting norma) to the buoyant force.. The vjscous forces with ambient air and the upward thrust
from the bunter were neglected because which are generally negligible in actual fire. Let each
axis of approaching flames be inclined at angle r/> to the vertical, then we get B-tanr/> = P. The
buoyancy force is due to the density difference between the flame and ambient air and acts on a
hot gases of related volume of D·W-Lm. As a first approximation, Ofis assumed constant over the
starting of merging height and cross section, Wand D, of the flame, giving a buoyancy B =
PCBf'g'D'W-LmlTo' When the flames merge at height of ~m ' resulting the approximately triangle
cross section of the ends, entrainment air flows is ceased at around the top of the triangle cross
section. If u is the average velocity of the entrainment air flowing into the flame, pressure thrusts
from outer and inner sides of the flames are. estimated by equation (1). Then, the pressure differ
ence causes the inclination of flames is estimated.

(1)

2-2. Merged Flame Tip Height, LmC

where a is coefficient determined by experiments E
.....J

including the ratio between entrainment velocity and
upward flame velocity of u/V. The first term of the
right side of equation (2) can be rewritten as Fr3·Q;.c
having a constant so that the Lmwill be given as func
tion of Sand W only.

(2)
v
Q:C

c
1/3 (g'D)1/2

We assumed more that entrainment air velocity u is unaffected by the pressure drop on the both
ends or by the flames leaning. The pressure thrust, P, on the flames for small value of r/> is given
by P=Pout- Pin' When the flames start to merge.itane = (112)·SlL m• Rearranging with an assump
tion of entrainment air velocity, u, could be expressed
as a ratio of upward velocity, v, we obtain equation
(2).

~ = a [-----o-=-------,:=__ J3.( 1 __S_ )
Lm 2W

When two rectangular fire sources are set
without separation, they show twice greater heat re
lease rate from burning area of 2DW resulting flame
tip extension of 2(213) times higher [2] than one from an

Figure 1 Sketch of the flame merging from
two gas diffusion blltI1ers and definition of L
and LmCare also illustrated. S: separation~
D: shorter length of the burner, W:longer
length of the burner.
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isolated burner. The merged flame tip height, Lmp is a function of 0, D, W, and S. Let the
merged flame height without separation, Lo' as the reference height with having reference
dimensionless heat release rate, 0

0
*. As the separation increases, dimensionless flame tip height,

LmlLo' decreases as"a function of the apparent burning area and air entrainment. The contribu
tion factor for flame extension is given by 2DWI2(S2+DW), and for flame height reduction by.
separation increasing is given by S2/2(S2+DW), so that the overall correction factor, 0, on a
merged flame height is; 0 =(S2+2DW)I2(S2+DW). Therefore, the dimensionless flame height
merged or interacted, LmlLo' should be given as;

(3)

3. Experimental Procedure

Z=1.sOm

Z=0.3Om

0.4 0.6 0.80.2

~ 2.S

~ 2.0

.s 1.5
>-1i 1.0

~ 0.5
> O'--'--'-'--f'-..t:l-L_"---'---'--'

o
Distance from the center line between burners (m)...
Figure 2 Horizontal profiles of upward velocity
in the falf space between two rectangular burn
ers with separation of 0.30 m.

Figure 2 shows the horizontal profiles of
upward velocities in the half part of the space
between two burners with 0.3 m separation. The
mean velocities, processed for 3 min measured
data, are shown with their maximum and
minimum values. In the lower space, the loca
tion of a peak in the horizontal profile of
upward velocity approaches toward the center
line. As the flames flow up to about 0.7m, in
this case, they merge together resulting a
merged flame. After the merging occurred,
upward velocity along the center line displayed
no gradient for vertical direction as Yokoi [3]
showed experimentally and theoretically for
single line fire. This suggests that the upward
velocity obtained along the center line increases
until the flames approach to the center line and

Two series of tests were carried out. The first test was made for measurements of upward
velocity, temperature, and CO2 gas concentration in the space between two burners. ,The visible
flame tip heights were observed and recorded by a video system in the second tests. Both tests
were conducted in a calm atmosphere. Diffusion gas burners, 2cm x 40cm and 2cm x 80cm
made of stainless steel with fine sand as stuff diffuser, were used. Propane gas was used as a
fuel. In the first test, fuel gas was supplied to produce heat release rates of 9.5, 17.1, 28.5, and
57 kW/m, with the separation of 0.05,0.12,0.2, and O.3m. Burners were set on the base floor
keeping the burner surface about 30cm high from the base level avoiding the floor effect on the
entrainment. Upward velocity and temperature were measured by means of bidirectional tubes

. and by K-type thermocouples from Scm above the burner surface to about 205m high. These
proves were set on a movable rake with a separation pitch of lOcm . Sample gas was sucked
from the hot current using a copper tube and was sent to a CO2 gas meter (a non-disperse infra
red type gas meter) after the filtration and removal of water vapor. All outPut~ere recorded
every 15 seconds. : " =9 SkW/m"' . ,.., "

" '1: ? : =0.30m

4. Results and Discussion . ~

4-1. Start of Merging Height : {) I

: "'Q~
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Figure 3 Variations of excess temperature measured
along the center line between two bumers with separa
tion ofO.12m.

Figure 4 Variations of excess temperature measured
along the center line between twQ.bumers with separa
tion of O.12m. Two gypsum panels were set at the both
ends to avoid the air entrainment through the triangle
cross section consists of flames.
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shows no decrease with height after they merged. Figure 3 shows the excess temperatures along
the center line with separation of 0.12m. These vertical profiles along the center line indicate
that the flow is subdivided into three characteristic regions; pre-approching, approaching, and
merged region . No flame exists in the pre-approching space although the induced flow by en
trainment give little fluctuation. In the approaching region, flames from two independent fire
sources approach toward the center line and their intermittent motion begin to occupy a consid
erable proportion in the horizontal space between the burners. After two flames meet and merge
together, they formed a fire plume in the merged region. In order to make quantitative estima
tion on the sta rting height of flame merging, calculations by the least-square methods were
carried out for the approaching and merged regions on the two clustered plots of the upward
velocities and excess temperatures along the center line. We adopted the crossing point of these
two lines as the starting height of the merging, Lm• Figure 5 shows the variation of Lm as a
function of dimensionless separation based on the excess temperature profiles along the center
line. This figur e shows clearly Lm increased with the increase of the separation, S, and not
depends on the heat release rates. 1000 r----.--.....,...........'........-....,.................................--.--.-..................,.,

The increasing behavior of Lm
agrees with the expression of
equation (2) if we use a fixed
burner (constant D and W) and if
we have a constant value of
V/Q1f3. Dimensional analysis and
many experimental data given by
Yokoi [3], Heskestad [4] , and
McCaffrey [5] revealed the term
of V/Q1f3 showed constant in the
intermittent flame and plume
regions in a flow from a square
and a line fire. In the tests, we got
a constant value of V/Ql13, about
0.7 m/sec'(kW/m),l13. Therefore,
the height of merging started, L

m
,

in dimensionless form can be
expressed only by a coupled
function of Froud Number, Q~c and
a dimensionless separation as
presented in equation (2).

If we could use infinite
long rectangu lar burners in paral
leI configuration, the reference
height of Lm must be given.
Instead of using infinite long
burners, therefore, we set two
panels at the both ends of short
sides of the burners to avoid an air
entrainment through the ends.
Figure 4 shows excess tempera
ture along the center line with two
panels were set at the both ends.
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The same method on the estima
tion of Lmfor the test with panels
were carried out and give the
lowest slope in figure 5. Then, the
value a(V/[O~c IIJ.(gD) 112)])3, was
estimated from the lowest slope
taking S/2W =o. Substituting the
values of V/OIIJ = 0.7 and (gD)ll2
=0.44 into this term, and then a =
0.14 ± 0.01 is evaluated . Thus,
from this val ue the en tra inment 0 ~_~--'-_-'--_..L-_L.--''--'-'_--'-_--L._'"''

velocity, u, can be estimated, In 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

order to validate the expression of ' . . 8/0 (-)
Figure 5 Variation of starting height of the flame merging, L ,

equation (2) , we carried out the versus dimensionless separation distance. Upper slop was ob~
estimations on L for the 2cm x tained using 40em burner, middle slope 80 em, and lower slope
40cm, and 2cm xm80cm burners with gypsum panels at the both ends.

with various separations using a of 0.14 ±0.01. For example, setting the separation of 0.2m, Lm
of OA5m - 0.52m and of 0.27m - 0.31m are estimated for those burners, respectively. The
obtained values from the excess temperature profiles are about 0.5m and OAm, respectively.
These calculated values are close to the estimated ones so that the simple model, as expressed in
equation (2), is applicable to estimate the starting height of flame merging.

4-2. Visible Flame Tip Height Merged, Lmf'with Separation Change
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Figure 6 Merged or interacted flame tip height, S. '
with a nearby flame in dimensionless form , Lr /L

m
,

employing the reference flam rtip height obtained
without separation. Line was illustrated based on the
equation (3).

0.4
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Measurements were made mainly on visible (not only by eyes but also by a TV camera)
flame tip height, changing the separation distance and gas flow rates. After flames showed a
quasi-steady state, 3 minutes after ignition in most cases, flame tip height with and without
merging were estimated on 300 successive frames of video recordings. [4] The flame tip height
was measured from the burner surface-.For a general presentation of flame height as a function
of heat release rate and mixing factor [4] due to entrainment to flame, we tentatively assume that
the balance between entrainmnt and burning area is a function of apparent burning area and
separation area. Thus , we assumed these factors can be expressed by equation (3).

The merged flame height 1.2
o

without separation, Lo' for each 0

fuel supply rate are estimated 1.0

independently based on the corre
lation of LjD =6.3·O:C2/3 [4] and .J
then dimensionless flame height ::J 0.6

merged, LmlLo' are estimated.
These dimensionless flame height
merged and are plotted against
dimensionless separation, SID, as
shown in Figures 6. If we could
set an infite separation between
two burners, this means the two
independent burners, the flame
height reduce to (1/2)2/3 or 0.63 of
the merged flame height without
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separation. Figure 6 shows the reduction behavior of flame height merged which is caused by
the increase of separation and decrease of modified heat release rate. The dimensionless flame
height merged, LmlLo' are estimated by equation (3) and are plotted also with the experimental
data.

5. Summary ._
In the present study physical model on the inclination on the flames from two rectangular

fire sources in parallel configuration due to the balance between pressure thrust and buoyancy
have developed. And modeling on the merged flame tip height considering an apparent fire size
and separation which induced an air entrainment have been also developed in order to under
stand the flame merging behavior. If we replace one burner by an imaginary burner and set a
wall between these burners, we could expect to calculate the extended flame height when a rec
tangular burner approches to a wall using equation (3). With some certain modification but on
the same idea of the model, flame merging expression can be applied to the multi square fire
cases and to the flame extension behavior beside the wall and at a corner.
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8. Nomenclature

B: buoyancy, u: entrainment air velocity,
D: width of shorter length of rectangular burner
P: pressure thrust
L: height or length of flame
W: width of longer length of rectangular burner
Q;cc: dimensionless heat release rate, Q/pCpTog1l2D3I2W.

Suffix
f: flame
0 : reference

fm: flame merged
m: merging started
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